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Got Soul? "Then Dance". The best of Soulful Dance music. Produced and written by Number 1

songwriters Helen Bruner and Terry Jones. Got Soul? is comprised of 10 tracks showcasing All Rize's

powerful vocals and their unique USB sound (Urban Soul Beats) 10 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul,

ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: BIOGRAPHY All Rize CD is Now available on VINYL!! Visit our WEBSITE

to get your copy of the album on VINYL! On September 13, 2006 at 7pm (EST) listen to All Rize artist

spotlight interview on niaradionetwork.com. All Rize will give you the story behind each song on the Got

Soul? cd and introduce each song. TUNE IN! niaradionetwork.com All Rize consist of Brown Baby and

Shyy who hail from the city of Philadelphia, who's new CD Got Soul? "Then Dance" is produced by

number one songwriting team Helen Bruner and Terry Jones, who are also the producers of Got Soul?

"Then Dance." All Rize is here to bring Urban Dance and their USB sound (Urban Soul Beats) to R&B

and dance/electronic music. Also Brown Baby and Shyy wanted to bring the performing artist back into

the mix for the public to identify with again in dance/electronic music. All Rize Got Soul? "Then Dance" on

Philerzy Productions is comprised of 10 tracks that showcases All Rizes powerful lead vocals, unique

background vocal arrangements and Helen  Terrys ability to have each song tell a story while making you

dance. All Rize called on two of their diva vocalist friends Mia Cox and powerhouse Barbara Walker for

Got Soul? Then Dance to put the lead vocals down on a soulful remake of Mia Cox #1 Billboard Hot Club

single "Caught Up" which was written by Helen  Terry and co-writer David Banks aka DJ Disciple.

Barbara Walker remakes her UK hit Saved Me also written by Helen  Terry and Louis Benedetti, which

Barbara was nominated for an UK House Music Award for Outstanding Vocal Performance. All Rize

provides their unique blend of background vocal flavor for Mia and Barbara on both tracks. QUOTES "We

feel it's time to introduce something different to the streets with our flava of Urban Dance. We also feel
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dance music has suffered from almost eliminating the performing artist from the genre and focusing

typically on the DJ. We will rock the clubs with a live band and do track dates, we are ready to bring our

USB sound to R&B and the dance music podium. In dance music the public should be able to put a face

with the voice they hear as with any other genres of music. The public needs to identify and connect with

who is telling the story. So All Rize is ready to bring Urban Dance to r&b and dance/electronic music ."-

All Rize "My favorite track is "Release", this track is HOT!" - Angel Crow, Borders Book Store,

Philadelphia. I can't wait to hear it in the clubs and I love track 4 No I'm Not Your Girlfriend."- Carlos

Adams , Product Manager- Urban  Soundtracks, Virgin Ent. Group, Los Angeles All Rize will no doubt

shake up the dance/electronic fans with their new brand of USB, so jump on board and as track 10

suggest let All Rize take you on a "Ride."
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